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Abstract 
Hess. K.P.. Mild and tame homotopy theory. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 84 (1993) 
277-310. 
Extending recent results on R-local homotopy theory. we demonstrate that ‘mild’ r-reduced 
Hopf algebras up to homotopy over L can be modeled by mild’ r-reduced differential graded 
Lie algebras (DGL’s) over H. This equivalence can be applied to the Adams-Hilton model of a 
l-connected CW complex. yielding a mild DGL model. We then show that this model induces 
an equivalence of the tame homotopy categories of spaces and DGL’s. generalizing slightly the 
equivalence proved by Dwyer. The advantage of the new proof lies in the computability of the 
DGL model. 
1. Introduction 
In [4] Adams and Hilton introduced their now-classic differential graded 
algebra model for simply-connected spaces. Using completely different tech- 
niques, Quillen [S] constructed a differential graded Lie algebra model for 
rational spaces. A third model, tame homotopy theory, was later discovered by 
Dwyer [7]; it takes values in a homotopy category of differential graded Lie 
algebras over Z. 
In [l] Anick ‘unified’ the first two of these models by finding a single model (a 
differential graded Lie algebra over a subring R of Q) which naturally gave rise to 
both of them. This approach also permitted the development of ‘R-local 
homotopy theory’ [2, 31. In this paper we will demonstrate that Dwyer’s result 
flows naturally from R-local homotopy theory, thus completing the unification of 
all three models. 
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The goals motivating this project are three-fold. First, the unified approach 
incorporates all three models into an integrated framework, thus making their 
interrelationships far more apparent. Second, the approach utilizes a minimum of 
geometric and topological tools (nothing beyond the Serre spectra1 sequence and 
the cohomology of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces). Third, since the unified ap- 
proach is built around the relatively small cell-based Adams-Hilton model, actual 
calculations become straightforward and relatively rapid. When one wants to 
compute explicit rational or tame models for specific spaces and maps, this is a 
considerable advantage over the elegant but highly complex simplicial machinery 
of [S] and [7]. 
As mentioned above, one achievement of this paper is the construction of the 
tame homotopy model along the lines of the unified approach. This renders the 
tame mode1 more accessible, understandable and computable. We actually obtain 
results somewhat beyond Dwyer’s, which we summarize via a new mode1 called 
‘mild homotopy theory’. Furthermore, in the course of the paper we establish an 
equivalence between two algebraic homotopy categories, which may be of interest 
in its own right. 
An outline for the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains necessary algebraic 
background material, as well as descriptions of the categories which are of 
importance in this article. A discussion of homotopy in the algebraic categories 
we are studying is presented in Section 3. Section 4 includes a category-theoretic 
theorem which is the crucial tool in proving both the algebraic and the geometric 
homotopy equivalences later in the paper, while Section 5 provides the proof of 
the algebraic homotopy equivalence. Section 6 illuminates the connection with 
topology, including mild homotopy and our new proof of Dwyer’s theorem. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
In order to discuss equivalence of homotopy categories, we need to have a good 
idea of what homotopy means in the categories which interest us. We will show in 
Section 3 that all of the categories studied in this paper are actually cylinder 
categories, that is categories with just enough extra structure to guarantee the 
existence of cylinders. An equivalence relation among the morphisms in a cylinder 
category can be defined in terms of factoring through cylinder objects; this is the 
notion of homotopy we will adopt. 
Definition. A cylinder category % is a category with initial object *, which is 
endowed with two special classes of morphisms, called cofibrations and weak 
equivalences, and which obeys the following three axioms. 
(Cl) Suppose f : A + B and g : B + C are two morphisms in %. If any two of 
f, g and gf are weak equivalences, then so is the third. Furthermore, if f and g are 
cofibrations, then gf is as well. 
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(C2) Suppose i : A + B and f : A-+ C are cofibrations. Then the push-out 
AAB 
I 
t I 
f’ 
CLBIJ,C 
exists and i’ and f’ are also cofibrations. In addition, 
(i) if f is a weak equivalence, so is f’; and 
(ii) if i is a weak equivalence, so is i’. 
(C3) Any morphism f : A -+= B can be factored as the composition of a 
cofibration i : A-, C followed by a weak equivalence q : C+ B, i.e. f = q 0 i. 
An object B is defined to be fibrant if every cofibration which is also a weak 
equivalence J’ : B+ C admits a retract r : C- B, i.e. rj = 1,. A fibrant object B is 
a jibrant model for an object A if there is a cofibration A+ B which is a weak 
equivalence. If the morphism *+ A is a cofibration, the object A is said to be 
cojibrant. 
Note that a closed model category [8] or a cofibration category [5] with initial 
object is always a cylinder category. 
Homotopy in a cylinder category is defined in terms of cylinder objects, the 
existence of which for cofibrant objects is guaranteed by the axioms satisfied by 
the category [5, Section 1.11. If the category in question has fibrant objects, then 
this notion of homotopy will define an equivalence relation on the morphisms in 
the full subcategory of objects which are both fibrant and cofibrant [5, Chapter 
II]. 
Definition. A cylinder object for an object A in a cylinder category % is an object 
ZA together with a diagram of morphisms 
satisfying 
(i) j, lI j2 : A LI A+ IA is a cofibration, where ll denotes coproduct (i.e. 
push-out over *); 
(ii) p is a weak equivalence; and 
(iii) pj, = 1, = pj2. 
Two morphisms f,g : A+ B are said to be homotopic, denoted f = g, if there is a 
cylinder object IA together with a morphism H : ZA+ B such that the following 
diagram commutates: 
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Throughout this article, we will be employing the following definition of the 
homotopy category of a cylinder category, previously used by Quillen [S, Section 
II.11 and Baues [5, Section 11.31, in the context of closed model categories and 
cofibration categories, respectively. The homotopy category exists, if one dis- 
counts the possibility that the collection of morphisms between two objects may 
not form a set. 
Definition. The homotopy category of a cylinder category %, denoted Ho %, is the 
localization of %Y with respect to the weak equivalences [5, Section 11.31. Two 
objects in % have the same weak homotopy type if they are isomorphic in Ho %‘. 
Remark. As we noted earlier, a cofibration category with initial object or a closed 
model category is automatically a cylinder category. For such a category %, the 
homotopy category Ho (e as defined here is equivalent to the traditional 
homotopy category for %, which has as objects those objects in % which are both 
fibrant and cofibrant. The morphisms are then the homotopy classes of morphisms 
of %. 
Notice that if 
A 
is a cylinder object in a cylinder category %, then 
morphisms in Ho (e, as they are both inverses to 
II = 12, when regarded 
the weak equivalence 
as 
P. 
Therefore, if two morphisms f and g in % are homotopic, they are equal when 
regarded as morphisms in Ho %Z. 
In the remainder of the paper we will be working with the four categories 
described below. Before presenting them, though, certain definitions are 
necessary. 
Definition [7]. A ring system is a sequence of subrings R,, k 2 0, of Cl!, satisfying 
R, 2 R,,, for all k. If f : A-+ B is a map of graded abelian groups over Z such 
that f (29 R, : A, C3 R, + B, C3 R, is an isomorphism for all k, then f is an 
R * -isomorphism. 
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There are two particular ring systems which will be of importance in this article. 
They depend on a connectivity parameter Y which is suppressed from the 
notation. The first is the came ring system, T,, of Dwyer, which is given by 
T, = Z[t: n 5 $(k - r + 3)]. The other is the mild ring system, Z,, defined by 
Z, =z[t: nrs k]. 
The first category of interest to us is the category of r-reduced differential 
graded (associative) algebras (DGA’s) over z, for some fixed r. (See [l, Section 
2] for definitions.) A DGA (A, d) is free if A = TV, i.e. A is a tensor algebra on 
some free graded z-module V. We will choose weak equivalences to be those 
maps inducing R,-isomorphisms on homology, for some fixed ring system R,. A 
map i : (A, d) -+ (B, e) will be a cofibration if and only if B = A II TV, i is the 
inclusion, and e extends d. This category will be denoted DGA,(R:,). 
It will be proved in the next section that DGA,(R:,) is a cylinder category. 
Hence there is a notion of homotopy in DGA,.(R,,), which we will denote by zR.. 
Furthermore, the free DGA’s are cofibrant in DGA,(R,), thus have associated 
cylinder objects. 
If (A, d) is a DGA, let T denote the twist map, i.e. ~(a@bb) = 
(-1) degndcghb @u, and let E denote the augmentation. Set n, equal to 
~@‘E:A@A+A and unequal to e@l:A@A-+A. 
Definition. Fix a ring system R,. A Hopf algebra up to homotopy (HAH) over R, 
is a free DGA over i?, together with a DGA morphism Cc, : A + A @ A and fixed 
DGAhomotopiesH,:ZA~A~AA,for1ii~3andH,:IA-tA~A~Asatis- 
fying 
(i) H,j, = rr;$, Hlj2 = l,, for i = 1,2; 
(ii) H,j, = Q and H,j, = $; and 
(iii) H4j, =($@l)+and H,jz=(l@$)$. 
In other words, $ acts as a cocommutative, coassociative coproduct up to 
homotopy. A morphism of HAH’s is a DGA morphism f : (A, d)-t (A’, d’) 
satisfying (f@f)o(c,=R* $‘f. 
This is a generalization of the original definition of HAH’s, given in [l]. There, 
HAH’s were defined over a ring R, the primary difference being that there the 
relevant homotopies were over R. If R, is the constant ring system defined by 
R, = R, and (A, d, \cI, {H,})EHAH,(R,,), then (ABR, d@R, +@RR) satisfies 
Anick’s original definition of HAH’s [l]. Recall that an HAH over R:, is actually 
a DGA over P?, with extra structure, while an HAH over R is a DGA over R. 
In the category of r-reduced HAH’s over R,, weak equivalences will be those 
maps which are weak equivalences when considered as morphisms in DGA,(R,). 
A cojibration in this category will be a morphism i : (A, d, +)+ (A Ll TV, d’, (cr’) 
such that d’(, = d and $‘lA = $. Furthermore, the homotopies for A providing 
the equivalences (i)-(iii) required by the definition above are restrictions of the 
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homotopies for A LI TV. Technically speaking, this means that there is a DGA 
cofibration IA -+ J from a cylinder on A to a cylinder J on A LI TV such that the 
homotopies extend over J. Denote this category by HAH,(R,). 
Another category we will be studying has as objects free r-reduced differential 
graded Lie algebras (DGL’s) over Z, where r is fixed [l, Section 31. A DGL 
(L, d) is free if L = ii(V), i.e. L is a free Lie algebra on a free graded Z-module 
V. Weak equivalences will again be those maps inducing R,-isomorphisms on 
homology, for some specified ring system R, . A map i : (L, d) --$ (M, e) will be 
called a cofibration if and only if M = L LI L(V), i is the inclusion, and e extends 
d. We will write DGL,(R,) to denote this category. Note that since the universal 
enveloping algebra of a DGL is a Hopf algebra, the universal enveloping algebra 
functor o%l takes DGL,(R,) to HAHI( It is also easy to see that % preserves 
cofibrations, where the homotopies of the definition above are fixed to be the zero 
homotopies. (The ‘zero homotopy’ between a morphism f and itself may be 
defined on any cylinder IA to be fp.) It will be shown later that 021 also preserves 
weak equivalences, if R, grows at least as fast as the mild ring system. 
The last category which will be explored in this article, denoted CW,(R,), has 
as objects all CW complexes which have a trivial r-skeleton (r 2 1). Morphisms 
are CW maps, and cofibrations are inclusions of a subcomplex into a CW complex. 
A weak equivalence is a CW map f inducing an R,-isomorphism on desuspended 
homotopy groups, i.e., rrkf C3 R,_, is an isomorphism for all k. The homotopy 
category of CW,(R,) IS e q uivalent to the more familiar homotopy category of all 
r-connected pointed spaces having the homotopy type of a CW complex. 
3. Homotopy in DGA,(R,), HAHJR,), and HGL,(Z,) 
In this section we will prove that DGA,(R,), DGL,(Z,), and HAH,(R,) are 
cylinder categories. Throughout the following, R;, denotes an arbitrary ring 
system. 
Theorem 3.1. DGA,(R,) is a cylinder category. 
Proof. Axiom (Cl) is easy to check and is left to the reader. Clearly Z is an initial 
object. 
To show that axiom (C2) holds, choose any pair of cofibrations 
f : (B, d)+ (Y, e) and i : (B, d)* (B Ll TV, d). It is clear then that there is a 
commutating diagram of DGA morphisms 
(R, 4 f (Y, e) 
I1 i 
i 
(BLITV,d)m(YLITV,e) 
where e(u) = (f LI l)(du) for all u in V. Thus the required push-outs do exist. 
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It is sufficient to prove only that if f is a weak equivalence, then f’ is as well. 
The second part of axiom (C2) then follows by symmetry. 
Suppose that f : B + Y is a weak equivalence. We will prove via a spectral 
sequence argument that f’ must also be a weak equivalence. 
Define a grading w on B Ll TV and Y Il TV by w(b) = 0 = w(y) for all b in B 
and y in Y and w(u) = deg(u) for all u in V. Use this weight to define filtrations F 
and F on B LI TV and Y ll TV respectively. Set 
F”(B Ll TV) = Span{z E B LI TV: w(z) 5 n} 
and 
F”(Yll TV)=Span{zE YIl TV: w(z)~rz}. 
It is clear that dF” C F” and e? C F”. The filtrations give rise to spectral 
sequences converging to H(B Ll TV) and H( Y ll 7V). Since f’ is filtration- 
preserving, it induces a map of spectral sequences. 
The El-terms of the spectral sequences induced by the filtrations F and F 
are H,(B) LI (TV) and N,(Y) 11 (TV), respectively. Thus f’ induces an R,- 
isomorphism on the El-terms and hence on the El-terms. Therefore, 
(f’)* : H,(B Ll TV)-+ H,(Y LI TV) is an R,-isomorphism, i.e. f’ is a weak 
equivalence. 
Axiom (C3) is a standard fact about DGA’s over Z and thus over R, and will 
not be proved here. 0 
Before progressing to the proof that HAH,(R,) is a cylinder category, a more 
concrete discussion of what homotopy means in DGA,(R,) is in order. We will 
explain two alternate criteria which we can use to test whether two morphisms in 
DGA,(R,) are homotopic. First we recall a number of definitions from [l] and 
discuss homotopy for DGA’s over a specified subring R of Q. The category of 
such DGA’s with homology isomorphisms as the weak equivalences and cofibra- 
tions as in DGA,(R,) will be denoted R-DGA, and is easily seen to be a 
cofibration category [5, 1.71 and hence a cylinder category. 
Definition. Let f,g : (A, d)-+ (B, e) be two morphisms in R-DGA,. A degree m 
R-homomorphism F : A+ B is an (f, g)-derivation if it satisfies 
fTx~:y) = F(xk(y) + (-l>“““““f(4F(~). 
A derivation homotopy from f to g is an (f, g)-derivation of degree +l further 
satisfying 
eF+Fd=f-g. 
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Remark. If A = TV, any R-linear F : V+ B can be uniquely extended to an 
(f, g)-derivation. 
Definition. Let (TV, d) be a free DGA over R c Q. The Baues-Lemaire canoni- 
cal cylinder construction, (ZTV, D), on (TV, d) is defined to be T( V” @ V ’ G3 sV) 
as an algebra, where V” = V= V’ and (sV),, = V,,_,. Let j, : TV-+ ITV and 
jZ : TV+ ITV be induced by the inclusions of V as V” and V’ respectively. Let S 
be the unique (j,, j,)-derivation such that S(u) = su for all u in V. Define the 
differential D by D(u”) = j,d(u), D(u’) = j,d(u), and D(su) = u’) - u’ - S(du). 
Let p be the map which sends V” and V’ to V and sV to zero. 
Lemma 3.2 [6]. (IA, D) together with j,, j?, and p is a cylinder on (A, d) in 
R-DGA,. q 
Lemma 3.3 [l]. Let f,g : (A, d)+(B, e) b e f wo morphisms in R-DGA,, where A 
is free. Then the following are equivalent: 
6) f-g; 
(ii) f LI g : (A, d) Ll (A, d)+ (B, e) extends over (IA, D); 
(iii) there exists a derivation homotopy from f to g. 0 
We will now modify the above definitions slightly so that they apply to 
DGA,(R,) and then prove an analog of Lemma 3.3 for DGA,(R,). 
Definition. Let (C Ll A, d) and (C Ll B, e) be free r-reduced algebras (DGA’s, 
HAH’s or DGL’s) over Z, satisfying d(C) c C and e(C) c C, so that (C, d) and 
(C, e) are subalgebras of (C Ll A, d) and (C Ll B, e), respectively. Call a map 
P : (C Ll A, d) + (C II B, e) an R, -multiplier fixing C if p is the identity on C and 
if there exist homogeneous L-bases {x,},,, for A and { Y~}~,, for B such that for 
each i, p(x,) = (~,y,, for some integer (Y, which is a unit in Rdcg l,. 
Note that an R,-multiplier is an R*-isomorphism. 
We will now prove a technical lemma about multipliers which will be a key 
element in several proofs in the remainder of this paper. 
Lemma 3.4. Let (A LI TV, d) be a DGA over 22, where dA c A. Let S be the set of 
n-dimensional generators for V. Fix any function (Y : S-+ L such that a(u)-’ E R,, 
for all u in S. Then there is a multiplier p : A Ll TV’ + A LI TV fixing A LI TV:,, , 
with V= V’, such that I = c~(u)u for all u in S. 
Proof. For u of degree less than n, let d’(u) = d(u) and F(U) = u. If u E S, define 
d’(u’) = a(u)d(u) and I = (Y(u)u. 
Suppose j_~ has been constructed on A Ll TV:,,,, where m > n. For each m- 
dimensional generator x of V, there is an integer unit Q(X) in Rdegx_, such that 
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(Y(X)& E p(A LI TV:,), since dx may be written as a finite Z-linear combination 
of products of generators of V,, and A. Write cu(x)dx = p(y), where y E 
A LI TV:,, and let d’(x’) = y and I = a(x)x. This extends p over A LI TV&,, 
completing the inductive step. q 
Remark. It is clear that Lemma 3.4 holds in the context of DGL’s as well. 
The next step in the description of homotopy in DGA,(R,) is to prove a lifting 
lemma, which will be useful for proving theorems about HAH’s. 
Lemma 3.5. Given any commutating diagram of morphisms in DGA,(R,) 
A I -B 
I Y 
ALITV &C 
where q is a cofibration and p is a surjective weak equivalence, there exists a 
multiplier 
fixing A, together with a lift J : A LI TV’ + B such that the following diagram 
commutates, where q’ is the obvious cofbration: 
ALlTV’-C 
fi”P 
Proof. We would like to be able to find a lift from (A LI TV, 0) to (B, e), but this 
is not necessarily possible. Instead we can construct an R,-multiplier 
p : (A Ll TV’, D’)- (A LI TV, 0) 
and a lift J from (A Ll TV’, 0’) to (B, e), by inducting on degree of the 
generators {xi}ltK of V. 
Suppose x, is of degree r, i.e. in the lowest possible degree. Then 0(x;) E A, so 
that J(D(x,)) has already been defined. Choose w in p-‘(g(x;)). Since 
p(J(D(x,)) - ew) = 0, the homology class [J(D(x,)) - ew] E ker( p,). The map p.+ 
is an R,-isomorphism, so there is an integer cq which is a unit in R, (and thus in 
R r+l as well) and an element w’ in ker( p) such that ew’ = o,(J(D(x,)) - ew). 
Now apply Lemma 3.4 to the function (Y, : {xi: degxi = r}+Z which sends X, 
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to cr, to obtain a multiplier p, : (A LI TV’, D ‘)- (A LI TV, D) such 
(Y,x,. Define J(u,!) = w’ + LY;W. 
Suppose now that we have defined a sequence of multipliers 
{ /_Q : (A LI TVk), Dk)+ (A LI TV”-‘, D”-‘)} 
that p,(uf) = 
for 1 I k 5 m, such that pcLk is the identity on A LI TV:,,, for all k. Here 
(A LI TV”, D”) is defined to be (A Ll TV, 0). Suppose further that J has been 
defined on A LI TV’2,+,H. 
Choose a generating set S” for Vy+,+ , . As in the initial step of the induction, 
for any wi in S’” there is an integer (Y,, a unit in R,+,n+,, such that qJDmwi E 
e(B). Again apply Lemma 3.4, this time to the obvious function a,,,+, : S” + Z to 
obtain a multiplier p,,,+, : (A Ll TV”*+‘, D”l+‘)-+ (A Ll TV”, 0”) fixing A. 
Choose w E e(B) such that qJ(D”w,) = e(w) and set J(w 1) = w. This completes 
the induction. 
Let (A Ll TV’, D) = invlim,(A Ll TV’“, 0”) and p = invlim,,p, 0. . -0 p,,,. Then 
we have the required commutating diagram. 0 
As a corollary to the above lemma, we have the following special application to 
cylinders. 
Corollary 3.6. Given any morphism f : A + B of DGA’s over Z and any R,- 
cylinder IB on B, there is an R.-cylinder IA on A, together with a morphism 
f’:IA+IB,s UC t h h at the following diagram commutates: 
ALIASBLIB 
I I 
f’ IA - IB 
Proof. Choose any cylinder Z’A on A. Since A Ll A --f I’A is a cofibration, we can 
write Z’A = A LI A Ll TV. Let p : ZB+ B and p’ : Z’A --+ A be the weak equiva- 
lences required in the definition of cylinder objects. 
Apply Lemma 3.5 to the diagram 
ALIASBUB-IB 
to obtain a multiplier /_L : A U A Ll TW +ALIALITV, fixing ALIA, and a lift 
f’ : A LI A LI TW+ IB. Since A Ll A Ll TW is clearly a cylinder, the proof is 
complete. 0 
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Definition. Let A = (TV, d) E Ob DGA,(R,) and let (WV, D) denote the Baues- 
Lemaire canonical cylinder on A. A proper cylinder on A is a DGA over Z, 
(T(VO @ V’ $ W), D’), together with an R,-multiplier 
p : (T(V” a3 v’ CB W), D’)- (ZTV, D) 
fixing T(V”@ V’), where V” = V= V’ and W= SV as graded Z-modules. 
Since p is an R,-isomorphism, it induces an R,-isomorphism on homology, 
thus so does p 0 p. (T(V”@V’ G3 W), 0’) is therefore a cylinder on A in 
DGA,(R,). Recall that pR, denotes homotopy in DGA,(R,). 
Lemma 3.7. Let f,g : (TV, d)- (B, e) be two morphisms in DGA,(R,). Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) f =R* g; 
(ii) f II g : (W, d) Ll (TV, d)+ (B, e) extends over some proper cylinder. 
Proof. (ii) 3 (i) This implication is true by definition of homotopy. 
(i)+ (ii) Since f =R, g, there is some R,-cylinder I on TV for which there 
exists an extension of f LI g, a morphism H : I-+ B. Thus the following diagram 
commutates: 
TVLI TV-B, 
\/ 
Z 
Now consider the commutating diagram 
P' 
W-V, D) a TV 
Apply Lemma 3.5 to obtain the following diagram. 
From the above diagram, together with the first diagram, we can see that 
HC(T(V%V’@W),D)-tB 
is an extension off Ll g over a proper cylinder. q 
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The HAH’s which interest us most in this article are those specified in the 
following definition, which we are ready to present now that we have the notion 
of proper cylinders. 
Definition. An r-reduced HAH over R,, (TV, d, I,!J), is an adjusted HAH (AHA) 
if 
(i) n, 4 = 1, = r2tJcr, and the homotopies H, and H, are zero homotopies; and 
(ii) the fixed homotopies 
H, : T(V”W’@W)+ TV@ TV 
between ~I+!J and 1c, and 
H,: T(V”@V%W’)+TV@TV@TV 
between (I,!I@~)~/J and (1@3$)1/~, where T(V”CBV’@W) and T(V”C3V’CBW’) 
are proper cylinders, satisfy 
and 
ft,( C,, > C TV,,, @ TV<,, @ TV<,, 
for all II. 
An HAH-morphism f : (TV, d, $)- (TV’, d’, $‘) is an AHA-morphism if 
there exists a homotopy 
H: T(V%V’@W)+TV’@TV’ 
between (f @f) 0 9 and I/J of, where T(V” CE V’ @ W) is a proper cylinder, such 
that 
H( W-z,,) c TV:,, @ TV:, . 
One major advantage of AHA’s over HAH’s is that any ‘skeleton’ 
of an AHA is an AHA, whereas the corresponding assertion for HAH’s can be 
false. Similarly, the restriction of an AHA-morphism to a skeleton of an AHA is 
still an AHA-morphism. Note that the composition of two AHA-morphisms is 
also an AHA-morphism, since it is clear that if f : TV+ TV’ is a DGA mor- 
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phism, then the induced map on proper cylinders If : T(V” ‘33 V’ @ W)- 
T((V’)“gl(V’)’ CI3 W’) can be chosen so that Zf(W,,) C T((V&)“@(V&) G3 W’). 
Denote the subcategory of HAH,(R,) whose objects are AHA’s, and whose 
morphisms are AHA-morphisms, by AHA,.(R:,:). It is clear that if L is a DGL, 
then 021 L is actually an AHA, with H, a zero homotopy for 1~ i 5 4. 
Lemma 3.8. Let (TU LI TV, d) be an AHA over R,, where dU C TU. Let S be the 
set of n-dimensional generators for V. Fix any function o : S+ 22 such that 
o(v)- E R, for all v in S. Then there is a multiplier p : TU Ll TV’+ TU Ll TV, 
which is a morphism of AHA’s, such that p is the identity on TU LI TV:,, and 
I = o(v)v for all v in S. 
Proof. The proof proceeds in a manner very similar to that of Lemma 3.4, except 
that now a(x) also needs to be chosen so that cy(x)$(x) E (p @ I*)( T(U 63 
Km) @ T(U @ V:,,)), where 4 denotes the reduced coproduct. This is possible 
since 4 may also be written as a finite Z-linear combination of products of 
generators of V,,,, and U. Then write am = (p @F)(W), and let $‘(x’) = 
x’@l+ 18-x’+ w. 
We need now to prove that 4’ satisfies the necessary conditions to be a 
homotopy coproduct. We are supposing the first two homotopies to be equalities, 
so we need to check only homotopies (ii) and (iii) in the definition of HAH’s. We 
must show in particular that there exist homotopies satisfying condition (ii) in the 
definition of AHA’s. We will prove the existence of the first homotopy only; the 
proof of the second case is similar. 
First notice that (p @ FL) 0 (CI’ = $p. Our goal is to show that ~4’ zR, $‘. We 
know that @ zR, Cc, via some homotopy H satisfying condition (ii) in the 
definition of AHA’s and therefore that 
Examine the following commutating diagram: 
T(UCBV’)LI T(U@V’)- T(U$V’) @T(U@V’) 
I 
i 
I 
F@F 
I(T(U CBV’)) A T(UG3V)@T(U@V) 
Here, Ip is the map that I_L induces on cylinders, the existence of which is 
guaranteed by Corollary 3.6. It is clear that I( T(U CB V’)) can be chosen to be a 
proper cylinder, 
Z(T(U@V’))= T((U@V’)“‘3(UCN”)‘@W). 
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We would like to use Lemma 3.5 to lift Ho 1~ through the weak equivalence 
p (8 p, but we cannot do this because p @ p is not surjective. To circumvent this 
problem, we employ axiom (C3) to factor Al. @ /.L as below, 
T(U@V’)@z(U@V’) 
P@P 
’ T(U@V)@ T(U@V) 
T(U@V’)@T(U$V’)Il T(Z, dZ) 
where i induces an isomorphism on homology over Z, and p’ is a surjection. 
By Lemma 3.5, there exists a DGA R,-multiplier 
v: 7-((u@v’)“a3(uw’)%w’) 
- 2-((ucl3v’)“@(u@v’)%w) 
together with a lifting 
J: T((uw’)“~(uw’)‘G3w’) 
-+(T(UcBV’)@T(UcBV’))LlT(Z,dZ). 
Since H satisfies condition (ii) in the definition of AHA’s, it is clear that 
so that J can be chosen to satisfy 
.T(W~,)~ T(UcBV’)<n@ z-(UCBV’),,, Ll qz, dZ). 
Composing J with the left inverse to i (projection) gives the required homotopy 
between r$’ and q!~‘. 0 
We will now prove that HAH,(R,) and AHA, are cylinder categories. 
Theorem 3.9. HAH,(R,) and AHA, are cylinder categories. 
Proof. As before, axiom (Cl) is trivial and will not be proved here. 
In order to begin the proof of axiom (C2), assume that 
6 : (A, d, $)+ (A LI TV’, d’, $‘) , i = 1,2, 
are two cofibrations in HAH,(R,) (resp. AHA,(R Their push-out as DGA’s is 
(A LI 77” Ll TV’, d”), where d3u = d’u for all u in V’, so that the inclusions 
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g; : (A LI TV’, d’)+ (A LI TV’ Ll TV2, d’) 
are DGA maps. 
Define (Cr3:ALlTV’LITVZ+ALITV1LITV2@ALITV1LITV2 by $3(u)= 
(gi@g,)+'(') f 
or all u in V’. It is clear that 9” is a DGA map. In order to show 
that $’ is the required homotopy coproduct on A Ll TV’ LI TV2, we need to prove 
that there are four homotopies giving the equivalences required by the definition 
of HAH’s over R, which are extensions of those providing the equivalences in the 
A LI TV’. We must also show, in the case of AHA’s, that condition (ii) in the 
definition of AHA’s holds as well. One of the four cases will be demonstrated 
here; the proofs of the others follow the same pattern. 
We want to show that 7$3 zR, $3. Since f, and fi are cofibrations, we have the 
following commutating diagrams of DGA’s for i = 1,2: 
H H' 
A@A*ALI TV’@AA TV’ 
Here, the jj are cofibrations, H is a homotopy between r$ and $, and the H, are 
homotopies between 7$’ and 4’. In the case of AHA’s, we assume that these 
homotopies fulfill condition (ii) in the definition of AHA’s as well. 
Take the DGA push-out of j, and j2, obtaining (IA LI I’ Ll 12, D), which is 
clearly a cylinder on (A Ll TV’ Ll TV2, d”) in DGA,(R,). Now (g, @g,)~ H’ and 
(g,C3g2)oH2 define a homotopy H’:ZALIZ’11Z’~(ALIT(V1$V2))~ 
(A LI T(V’ W’)) f rom 71,/j to 4’. It is easy to see, in the AHA case, that 
condition (ii) holds for H’, since it holds for H, H’, and H2. 
Thus we see that (A LI TV’ Ll TV’, d3, $‘) 1s in fact an HAH over R, and the g, 
are HAH cofibrations. Parts (i) and (ii) of axiom (C2) are now proved in exactly 
the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
To begin the proof of (C3), let f : (A, d, $) + (B, e, x) be any morphism of 
HAH’s over R,. Considered as a map of DGA’s, f can be factored as 
/ A-B 
A LI T(Z, dZ) 
where i is a cofibration and induces an isomorphism on homology over Z, and f’ 
is a surjection [l]. Define an extension of 1+5 over A Ll T(Z, dZ) by I+?(Z) = 
z @ 1-t 1 @I z and $(dz) = dz 129 1 + 169 dz. It is easy to check that this extension 
makes i into a HAH cofibration, in the AHA case via a homotopy satisfying 
condition (ii) in the definition of AHA’s, and that (f’ @f ‘)o Cc, zR, x 0 f ‘. Thus 
we can reduce axiom (C3) to the case in which f is a surjection. 
Again thinking off only as a map of DGA’s over Z, it can be factored as 
ALITV 
where j is a cofibration and q induces an isomorphism on homology over z. We 
want to construct a homotopy coproduct on A 11 TV which is an extension of 4, 
such that the necessary homotopies on Z(A Ll TV) are extensions of the 
homotopies on IA. This, however, amounts only to repeated applications of the 
Lifting Lemma (Lemma 2.9 in [l]) and Corollary 3.6, in order to construct the 
necessary homotopies. As usual, it is clearly enough for A and B to come with 
homotopies satisfying condition (ii) in the definition of AHA’s to ensure that 
A I1 TV also possesses such homotopies. 0 
Remark. DGL,(Z,) is a cylinder category, where 2, denotes the ‘mild ring 
system’ defined earlier. We draw upon previously established results to see this. 
Dwyer proved in [7] that DGL,(T,:), with appropriately chosen fibrations, is a 
closed model category for r 2 2 (recall that T, is the tame ring system). His proof 
actually serves to show that DGL,(R,) is a closed model category whenever 
Z:, C R,, for r 2 1. By Proposition 2.6 of [5, Section I.21 we have that DGL,(R,) 
is a cofibration category, and hence a cylinder category with fibrant models, since 
all of the objects of DGL,(R,) are cofibrant. The author conjectures that 
DGL,.(R,:) fails to be a cofibration category if R, is a smaller ring system than 2, 
(i.e., if some R, fails to contain Z,). 
4. Gentle functors 
A function between cylinder categories which obeys certain axioms induces an 
equivalence between their homotopy categories. We explore and prove this fact in 
Section 4. It will turn out that both the universal enveloping algebra functor, and 
the model _,@ : CW,(R,) +DGL,(R.) to be derived later in the paper, satisfy 
these axioms. Indeed, this result is our principal motivation for considering 
cylinder categories in the first place. 
Definition. Let % and 9 be cylinder categories and let 9 : (e- 9 be a functor 
preserving cofibrations and weak equivalences. 9 is said to be gentle if it satisfies 
the following four axioms. 
(GO) 9 preserves coproducts over the initial object. 
(Gl) .Ff is a weak equivalence if and only if f is a weak equivalence. 
(G2) Let Z be an object in % and let j : BZ-+ A be a cofibration in 9. Then 
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there exists a cofibration i : Z+ X in (e and a weak equivalence p : 9X+ A in 
9, such that J’ = /3 0 9i. 
(G3) Let Y-f Z-J-+X be a diagram of morphisms in %‘, where i is a 
cofibration. Suppose that A : 9X + BY satisfies ho 9i = $f. Then there exists a 
cofibration i’ : Z+ X’ in % and morphisms 
such that (i) c is a weak equivalence; (ii) f ‘i’ = f; (iii) ci’ = i; (iv) $f’ = ho BC. 
Theorem 4.1. Let % and 9 be cylinder categories, and let 9 be a gentle functor. 
Suppose that every object in 9 has a fibrant model. Then 9 induces an equivalence 
of categories 
Ho.F:Ho%‘AHoB. 
Remark. Since 9 preserves weak equivalences, Ho B is clearly well-defined. 
Proof. In order for Ho 9 to be an equivalence, there are two conditions which 
must be fulfilled. The first is that Ho 5 must induce a bijection on isomorphism 
classes of objects, i.e. 9 must be a bijection on weak homotopy types. Second, 
for each pair of objects X and Y in %, the induced function 
(Ho %), : HomHoic(X, Y)+Hom,,,.(SX, FY) 
must also be a bijection. 
Any object A in 5? has a cofibrant model A’--% A. Apply axiom (G2) to the 
case Z = * to obtain a cofibrant object X in %, together with a weak equivalence 
9X=- A’. Thus Ho 9 surjects onto isomorphism classes of objects, since weak 
equivalences become isomorphisms in the localized category Ho %‘. 
To see that 9 is one-to-one on weak homotopy types, it suffices to show that 
whenever there is a weak equivalence A : 9X-+ FY in 3, then X and Y have the 
same weak homotopy type in %. We may presume X to be cofibrant and apply 
axiom (G3) in the case Z = *. We obtain morphisms 
Y-f’X”-_X 
in 9, where Ff’ = ho SC. The maps A and c are both weak equivalences, and 
hence .Ff’ is a weak equivalence [5, 11.1.91. Thus by axiom (Gl) f’ is also a weak 
equivalence. 
The next step in the proof is to show that (Ho s), is onto. Choose A in 
Hom,(%X, 9Y). We may assume without loss of generality that X is cofibrant. 
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Applying axiom (G3) to the case 2 = * we obtain a diagram 
of morphisms in %, where c is a weak equivalence and such that Sf’ = ho SC. 
Thus, regarded as morphisms in Ho 9, Sf’ = A 0 SC, and so A = Ff ‘0 (SC)-’ = 
9( f’oC’>. Note that if LY -’ is the formal inverse of some weak equivalence (Y in 
9 and a = S(p), then (Y-’ = 9( p-‘). 
To show that (Ho S), is one-to-one, start by supposing that f,g : W- Y are 
two morphisms in (e such that 9f and Bg are equal when regarded as morphisms 
in Ho 9. Since 9 has fibrant models, we may assume that 9f = Sg (see [5, 
Section 11.31). Let 2 = W LI W and let F = f LI g : Z+ Y. Then there is a cylinder 
I on SW such that the composite 
equals 9F. 
Applying axiom (G2) to the cofibration i, we may pick a cofibration j : Z+ X 
together with a weak equivalence p : 9X+ I. The composite 
is also a weak equivalence. Now apply axiom (G3) to the diagram 
w-&z’-x 
where V is the fold map, with p/3 acting as A. We obtain a cofibration k : Z-+ X’, 
which comes with a diagram 
such that c is a weak equivalence, dk = V and 9d =p/%c. Thus 9d is a weak 
equivalence, and so, by axiom (Gl), is d. Hence X’ is a cylinder on W. 
Choosing A to be GpSc : 9X’+ 9Y, apply axiom (G3) to the diagram 
We find a cofibration 1 : Z+ x”, along with a diagram 
in which c’ is a weak equivalence. Clearly x” is another cylinder on W, and 
hl = F = f LI g. Therefore, f = g in %. 0 
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5. Proof that % : DGL,(Z,)+AHA,(Z.J is gentle 
In this section we prove that the universal enveloping algebra functor 
Ou : DGL,(Z,)- AHA, 
is a gentle functor. Unfortunately, it appears likely that AHA, does not have 
fibrant models, so that Theorem 4.1 cannot .be applied exactly as stated. Note 
however that the existence of fibrant models is not necessary in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 until the last step. Thus we still obtain that Ho % is a bijection on 
the isomorphism classes of objects and that 
is surjective for all DGL’s L and M. If, on the other hand, %2la = %2lp in 
AHA,( then the proof of the last step of Theorem 4.1 still works; there is no 
need to take fibrant models in this case. Therefore, if %a = %/3 in AHA,( 
then CY = /3. 
The first step in showing that 021 is gentle consists of two technical lemmas. 
These lemmas will facilitate the transfer of information from results which hold 
over fixed subrings of U2 to results over a mild ring system. 
In what follows, the term ‘algebra’ is used to refer to AHA’s, as well as to 
DGA’s and DGL’s. Recall that for any r-reduced algebra A, the notation A,,, 
will signify the subalgebra generated in degrees less than (n + 1)r. 
Definition. Let A and B be free r-reduced algebras over Z. A collection of 
algebra morphisms { f, : A (,!) 63 Z[ $14 B,,,, 63 Z[ A]} ,,? 1 is compatible if and only 
if 
fn+llA (,,cq&jT] = fn @ ~wid . 
If the algebras are AHA’s, there is a further condition that there exists a (DGA) 
compatible collection 
{K, : IA,,, ‘Wi+ ~~,,@~Z[i&,,,, 
of homotopies over Z[A] from (f,@f,)~($~@Z[$]) to (~,&@Z[$])of,. 
Remark. It is obvious that any algebra homomorphism f : A + B induces a 
compatible family, namely {f, =fl.,,, @Z’[h]},,,. Here, we are making use of 
the fact that skeletons of AHA’s are still AHA’s and that the restriction of an 
AHA-morphism to a skeleton is also an AHA-morphism. Lemma 5.1 asserts that, 
conversely, every compatible family is induced by a homomorphism, up to 
composing with a multiplier. 
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Recall that Z, denotes the mild ring system defined in Section 2, so that 
2, = Z[ $1 for all nr 5 k < (n + l)r. Thus, for example, Z,, = 77[ A]. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A and B be free r-reduced algebras over Z and C a free L-algebra 
summand of A. Suppose 
is a compatible collection of maps such that f, (C @ 1) C B @ 1 for all n. Then there, 
exists a Z.-multiplier h : A’ + A, fixing C, together with an algebra morphism 
f’ : A’ + B such that 
f’lA&)@G!l =f,O(h@Z,,) 
and hi, = 1,. 
Proof. For the sake of notational simplicity, we will assume that the algebras in 
question are either DGA’s or AHA’s. The proof for DGL’s is nearly identical. 
There is a set of generators {xi} iEI such that A = C LI T( zlE, xiZ). We will 
construct f’ inductively, together with a sequence of multipliers, by inducting on 
degree of the generators, as in Lemma 3.5. 
Let W’ = {x,: deg x, = r}. If x, E W’, then f,(x,) E B. Define f ‘(x,) = f,(x,) for 
all x, in W’. Let A” = A-’ = A and p. : A”+ A-’ be the identity. Define 
f’(c) = f,(c 8 1) for all c in Ccn,. Note that this determines f’(c) uniquely. Define 
v” = c rt, x,z = v’. 
Suppose that we have defined a sequence of multipliers 
{/+ : A” = CLI TVk+AkP’ = CLI TVk-‘J 
for 0 5 k < m, such that pLk is the identity on C Ll 7V:,+k. Suppose further that f’ 
has been defined on C Il TV:!:, so that 
for all n. The previous paragraph established the initial case (for m = 1). 
Let W’+“’ be a set of generators of degree r + m for V”-‘. Let m’ denote the 
integer [(m + r)/r]. For each X, in W”‘“, there exists an integer unit (Y, in .7![$] 
such that 
Apply Lemma 3.4 to the obvious function (Y : Wr+“‘+ Z, obtaining a multiplier 
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which fixes C Il TV:!,,,,. The inductive construction is completed by defining 
f’(u) =f,,((~o”...“~,,)(u)) 
The proof is complete at this point if the algebras are DGA’s, since we can 
choose h to be invlim,( ~~~ 0 . . .O pm) and A’ to be invlim,,A”‘. 
If the algebras are AHA’s, it remains to show that (f’@f’)o $,, =z, $, of’, 
where I,!Q, is the coproduct on A’ and $J~ is the coproduct on B. For each n, 
over Z[ $1 via a homotopy 
According to Corollary 3.6, there is a map 
A : IA’+ IA 
extending A Il A : A’ Ll A’ + A LI A, where IA’ is a cylinder over Z on A’. 
According to the hypotheses of the lemma, we may assume the collection {H,} to 
be DGA-compatible, so that the collection {H,, o(A@ Z,,)} is DGA-compatible 
as well. Note that the image of A’ LI A’ under each of the maps in this collection is 
contained in B @I 1. 
Thus there exists a Z,-multiplier v : 13i; + IA’, fixing A’ Ll A’, together with a 
map H’ : G-+ B such that 
Note that since both A and I, are Z,-isomorphisms, and thus induce Z,- 
isomorphisms on homology, Zz is a Z,-cylinder on A’. Therefore, H’ is a 
Z,-homotopy between (f’@f’)~$~~ and (Cleof’. 0 
Remark. An easy consequence of the proof of Lemma 5.1 is that if f,, = %a,, for 
some DGL map (Y,, for each 12, then there exist DGL morphisms IX’ and p such 
that f’ = %a’ and h = tip. 
Our next lemma concerns a collection of homomorphisms which is not a 
compatible family. 
Lemma 5.2. Let A = (T(V@ W), d) and B be free r-reduced DGA’s over Z, and 
let C = (TV, d) a sub-DGA of A. Suppose that 
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is a collection of DGA maps such that f,,(V++ ,,,) c B @3 1 and f,(w) # 0 only if 
nr + 15 deg w 5 (n + l)r + 1 for all w in W and for all n. Then there exists a 
multiplier p : T(V @ W’) - T(V @ W), fixing C, such that im( f,, 0 p) C B @ 1 for 
all n. 
Proof. This p can be defined inductively, in a manner essentially identical to that 
in which the Z,-multiplier in the first part of the previous proof was constructed. 
In other words, if X, is a generator of W of degree m, where kr < m < (k + l)r, 
find a multiple CY, of x, such that fk(qx,) E B. The only difference comes in 
degrees which are integer multiples of r. 
If x, is a generator of W of degree kr, find an integer unit a; in Z[ &] such that 
fk_,(qx,) E B, fk(qx,) E B. Since any integer unit in Z[&] is also a unit in 
z[h], this can be done. 
Now using the tools developed above we can prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.3. The functor 021 : DGL,(Z,)+AHA,(Z,) is gentle. 
In the proof of Theorem 5.3 we will make continual use of the fact that Z, is 
defined precisely so that if A is a free r-reduced algebra, then A oIJ 63 Z,, fits the 
requirements in [l] to be a mild algebra. Thus all of the results in [l-3] 
concerning mild algebras can be applied to A (,,) @ Z,,,. 
Proof. The first step is to show that % satisfies axioms (GO) and (Gl). It is clear 
that 011 preserves coproducts over the initial object, so that (GO) is satisfied. 
Consider a map f : (L, d)+ (M, e) in DGL,(Z,). Suppose that ozlf is a weak 
equivalence, i.e. H,(%f) is a Z,-isomorphism. Then H,(%f)@ Z, is an iso- 
morphism for all k 5 n. Thus by Proposition 1.11 in [2], Hk( f) @ Z, is also an 
isomorphism for all k 5 n, i.e. f is a weak equivalence. 
Suppose now that f is a weak equivalence, so that Hk( f) @ Z, is an iso- 
morphism for all k 5 n. Lemma 1.8 in [2] then says that Hk(%f)@ Z, is an 
isomorphism for all k < n and is a surjection in degree ~1. This result can be 
strengthened, however, by the simple expedient of temporarily attaching a new 
collection of generators, which are cycles, to (L, d) in degree (n + 1) so that 
H,,+,(f) 63 Z, is a surjection. Notice that these new generators do not affect the 
lower-dimensional homology at all. Lemma 1.8 of [2] can now be applied to show 
that H,(%f) @? Z,, is an isomorphism for all k 5 n, or, in other words, %f is a 
weak equivalence. 
The proofs of axioms (G2) and (G3) will rely heavily on relative versions of 
Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 6.2 in [l]. A careful reading of their proofs makes it 
clear that these relative versions are in fact true theorems. 
We prove first that % satisfies axiom (G2). Suppose that L E Ob DGL,(Z,) and 
that j : 021L+ A is a cofibration in AHA,( All of our objects are free, so this 
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j: TV-+ T(V@W), 
where V and W are graded Z-modules. 
We will now apply Theorem 5.6 from [l] repeatedly in order to obtain, 
inductively, a cofibration 
i : k(V)+ qv a3 W’) 
and a weak equivalence 
p : %FL(V@ W’)* T(VcB W) 
such that j = p 0 %i. Consider first T(V Cl3 W)( 1l, which is a mild AHA over z. 
Since Theorem 5.6 in [l] says that % induces a surjection from the isomorphism 
classes of mild DGL’s onto the isomorphism classes of mild HAH’s, we know 
there exists a mild DGL over Z, [LX’, such that 02IU_X’ is isomorphic to 
T(V@ IV,,, as AHA’s, via some isomorphism p,. It is clear that X’ can be 
chosen to be V <2r CT3 W ‘, where W’ has no element of degree greater than 2r - 1. 
Let i, denote the cofibration *+ [I@‘,,, CB W’). 
Suppose now that we have constructed a series of cofibrations 
i, : [I(V,,,~Wk-‘)~IL(V,(k+,),~Wk) 
and a series of Z,-isomorphisms 
lskrm-1, such that Pk is an extension of pk_, for each k. We further require 
that il r”(k) = Pk 0 ail TV(k) and that the elements of Wk are of degree less than 
(k + l)r for all k. 
Consider T(V CD W),,, C3 Z,,, which is a mild AHA over Z,,. Theorem 5.6 in 
[l] then says that there exists a mild DGL over Z,,, IL(X”‘), such that 
as AHA’s. Furthermore, the theorem constructs X”‘, which is a module over Z,,, 
in such a way that we can choose X”’ and the isomorphism so that 
X” = (v<(m+l)r 43 Wm-l@X’)@Z,, 
where mr I deg x < (m + 1)r for all x E X’, which is graded ;2-module. Also, (Y is 
an extension of /3,_, C3 Z,,. 
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Now apply Lemma 5.1 to the AHA-compatible family which is a union of the 
two sets 
to obtain a Z,-multiplier fixing %IL(V CT3 Wmm’) 
A : 021rL(VcE wm-’ @x,l)+ 021[L(vcl3w”-‘@x’) 
and a morphism of AHA’s 
p,, : wL(v03w”‘-‘@x”)~ qva3w)(,,)~ 
Let W’” = W”‘-’ Cl3 x”. Because both (Y and A are Z,-isomorphisms and 
P,,, IT(VfBW”‘)(,,) @ zn, = a,, o (A @ zw> 
for all ~1, it follows that p,,, is also a Z,-isomorphism. It is evident that 
j I TVtn,, = h,, D “1 TV(,,?) 
Let W’ = U m W”‘. Then 
qv)+L(V@ W’) 
is the required cofibration and 
p = lim,, p,, : %L(VCE W’)-+ T(V@ W) 
the required weak equivalence, since it is in fact a Z,-isomorphism. Thus 021 
satisfies axiom (G2). 
To prove that 021 satisfies axiom (G3), let 
M&L(V)~ [L(V @ W) 
be a diagram of morphisms in DGL,(Z,), where i is a cofibration. Suppose there 
is an AHA homomorphism g : %L(V G3 W) + %M which satisfies go 02li = %f. 
We will now use a relative version of Proposition 6.2 from [l] to construct 
inductively a cofibration i’ : IL(V)- [I(V CT3 I@) in DGL,(Z,) and maps 
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M~R(VcBkv) AR(V@W) 
such that c is a weak equivalence, f ‘i’ = f and ci’ = i, and go Out = %f ‘. 
In other words, we will demonstrate that if there is an extension 
g: 011L(V@W)+021M of %f 
then there exists an extension up to homotopy off : [Lb’+ M 
We will prove this assertion by ‘gluing together’ in an appropriate manner partial 
extensions guaranteed to exist by Proposition 6.2 in [l]. 
Consider first g : 021 lL(V Cl3 WCzr)+ 021 M. By a relative version of Proposition 
6.2 of [l], there is a morphism of DGL’s 
and an extension 
g, : %[I@‘@ W)+ %M 
of %f, , equal to g on V, together with a homotopy H, from g to g,. Further, the 
homotopy satisfies H,(sV) = 0 and H, (SW) # 0 only if r 5 deg w 5 2r. 
Now suppose that there exist sequences of DGL maps { fk},sk5m_,, AHA 
maps { gk},ckSm_l, and homotopies {H~},sk.__, satisfying for all k 5 m - 1 
(i) {fk : W @ WI,,, @ Z/u-+ M(k) C3 Z,,} is a compatible collection such that 
fD’<(,c+J C M@l; 
(ii) g, : %R(VCE W) @ Z,, + %M @ Z,, is an extension of %f, which agrees 
with g on V, and 
(iii) H, : 1% L(V ‘3 W) C3 Z,, + 02IM @ Z,, is a homotopy from g,_, @ Z,, to g, 
such that Hk(sV) = 0 and Hk(sw) # 0 only if kr 5 deg w 5 (k + 1)r. Here, g,, = g. 
Consider the restriction 
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The AHA %L(V ‘83 W),,, 63 Z,, is mild over Z,,,. Proposition 6.2 can be applied 
to recover a DGL map 
such that 
together with a derivation homotopy H, from g,_, @ Z,, to an extension g, of 
%f,. The extension g, can be chosen so that it agrees with g,,-, on V. Further, 
the homotopy can be chosen so that H,,(sV) = 0 and H,(sw) # 0 only if mr YS 
deg w 5 (m + 1)~. 
Thus, by induction, it is possible to construct sequences satisfying (i)-(iii) for 
all m 2 1. Since the collection { fk} is compatible, there exist a Z,-multiplier 
c:lL(V$W)4(V$W) 
and a map 
f’: a(Vmi+M 
such that 
f’l L(V@W)(,,) @ zrv = fn o (c @ z,w> 
and cjv = 1,. Thus conditions (i) and (iii) of (G3) have been satisfied. Note 
further that f'lv = gl, =flV, so that condition (ii) holds as well. It remains only to 
check condition (iv). 
Define a map p : I”11 lL(V Fr”) + 1% il(V 63 W) between the Baues-Lemaire 
cylinders over Z on % [L(V CB W) and % L(V CE3 W) by I = c(x)~‘, I.L(x’) = c(x)‘, 
and I = SC(X). It is easy to see that Al. is a DGA morphism. 
Examine the collection 
Since by definition p(sG) = (YSW for some integer (Y and P(W) = su, we know that 
and that 
Hk( p es3 Z,,)(sW c3 1) # 0 
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only if kr 5 deg W 5 (k + 1)r. Furthermore, 
Thus by applying Lemma 5.2, we can find a Z,-multiplier 
fixing V0 63 V’ CD sV $ I@” CD I@’ and such that 
We can now add the homotopies Hk 0 ,u 0 u to obtain a homotopy H between 
go 02lc and Qf’, i.e. go %c =z, %j”. 0 
Remark. The above result clearly holds as well if 2, is replaced by any ring 
system R, such that Z, c R, for all k. 
6. Tame homotopy theory 
We apply Proposition 4.3 to algebraic topology. Letting R, be r-mild, we 
construct a model, to be dubbed ‘mild homotopy theory’, from r-connected CW 
complexes to DGL,(R,). When R, is r-tame, we show that this model induces an 
equivalence between the associated homotopy categories. 
The category CW, will denote the category of r-connected CW complexes with 
trivial r-skeleton (I 2 l), and pointed CW maps between them. The category 
CW,(R,) has the same objects as CW,; cofibrations in CW,(R,) are maps which 
can be identified with subcomplex inclusions, and weak equivalences are maps f 
such that GT~+,(~)@ R, is an isomorphism for all k. For any r 2 1 and for any ring 
system R,, it is easy to see that CW,(R,) is a cylinder category. Recall that a map 
X+ Y is a cofibration precisely when Y is obtained from X by attaching cells. An 
object X in CW,(R,) is fibrant precisely when ?r,+, is an R,-module for each k. 
Remark. When R, is a constant ring system, i.e. R, = SC_ Q for all k, then 
Ho CW,(R*) coincides with the localization of the category of r-connected 
CW-spaces with respect to the homology theory H,( ; S) [5, pp. 37-381. 
Lemma 6.1. Let X and Y be r-connected pointed spaces, let f : X+ Y, and let R, 
be a ring system. If rk+,(f)@RRk is an isomorphism for all k, then so is 
H,(Of) C3 R,. The converse holds if R, is r-tame. 
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Proof. Suppose for all k that TV+, (f) 63 R, is an isomorphism. For each II 9 k, we 
know that ~~~(flf) @ R, is an isomorphism. Factor f as 
X++X’=Xv vsy+Z (, ) LY, 
where f’, restricted to the (R + 2)-spheres, is chosen so that n”,+,(nf’) @ R, is 
onto. By Whitehead’s theorem, H,,(Rf’) @R,, is an isomorphism. In particular, 
H,,(Rf) @ R,, is an isomorphism for every n. 
For the converse when R,: is r-tame, let F denote the homotopy-theoretic fiber 
of of and consider the commutating diagram 
n-JF)@&= rk(OX) 63 R, Tk(f’f)@Rk -7~~(flY)@R, 
I /I I h I h 
H,(F; R,) = H,(L?X; Rk) = H,(fiY; Rk) 
in which h denotes the Hurewicz homomorphism. Since Hk(flRf; Rk) is an 
isomorphism, the Serre spectral sequence shows that Hk( j; Rk) = 0. By [2, 
Theorem 5.31 the middle arrow is a monomorphism, which forces rrk( j) @ R, to 
be zero. Since the top row is exact, I,@ R, is monomorphic. By 
Whitehead’s theorem it is also epimorphic. 0 
The link between CW complexes and HAH’s is provided by the Adams-Hilton 
model [4]. To each X (resp. f) in CW, it associates an object (resp. morphism) in 
HAH,. In fact, the HAH can be chosen carefully enough that it is actually an 
AHA (see [l]). 
Let us remark briefly upon the term ‘model’, which is not the same as the 
‘model functor’ of [5, p. lo]. A model Al for a cofibration category % in a second 
cofibration category 9 is for practical purposes a functor, but uniqueness and 
compatibility with composition might hold only up to homotopy. A model is often 
thought of as a multivalued functor which induces a functor on homotopy 
categories. In other words, there may be more than one way to choose the object 
in 9 corresponding to a given object in %‘, but all of the choices have the same 
homotopy type. Equivalently, a model may be viewed as a (non-unique) lifting of 
a functor on the homotopy categories. We employ the language ‘M is a model for 
X’ whenever M is among the permissible values for J%(X). We will write 
when JM is a model for % in 9. 
In [4] or [l, Theorem 8.11 the reader can find a list of properties of the 
Adams-Hilton model &: CW,. 3 AHA,. Note that in fact ti may be chosen so 
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that its image lies in AHA,( One new property of the Adams-Hilton model is 
the following. 
Lemma 6.2. Let R, denote a ring system. Let f : X+ Y be a weak equivalence in 
CW,(R,). Then d(f) : d(X)+ a(Y) 1s a weak equivalence in AHA,( In 
particular there is a functor 
Ho 4 : Ho CW,(R,)* Ho AHA, 
Proof. There is a commutating diagram 
H*sqX)- H*Lzz(Y) 
I m I E 
H*(RX) 3 H,(RY) 
of algebra homomorphisms. By Lemma 6.1 each Hk(Of) C3 R, is an isomorphism. 
Deduce that each H, s4( f) @ R, is an isomorphism. 0 
By combining Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 5.2, the reader can probably guess 
what is coming. Fix any r-mild ring system R,. Given an object X in CW,(R,), let 
A(X) denote any object in DGL,(R,) for which there is a weak equivalence in 
AHA, 
ax : %Jk!(X)+ d(X). 
By Corollary 5.2, A(X) exists (generally non-uniquely) and has a well-defined 
homotopy type. Likewise, given a map f : X+ Y in CW,(R,), it is possible to 
choose A(X) and A(Y) for X and Y, and a morphism, to be denoted A(f), 
between them. such that 
commutes up to homotopy in AHA,( Thus we have defined a model 
.A! : CW,(R,)+DGL,(R,). 
Notice that “%Jll = ~4 as models from CW,(R,) to AHA,( 
Definition. Fix r and an r-mild system R,. Let X (resp. f) belong to CW,. The 
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mild homotopy theory (relative to Y and R,) of X (resp. f) is the J!(X) (resp. 
J!(f)) in DGL,(R,) constructed above. We then call A(X) (resp. A(f)) a mild 
model for X (resp. f). The mild homotopy of X (resp. f) is the graded group such 
that 
d(X) = H,(JCIW)) @J R, 
(resp. the homomorphism such that rr,“( f) = Hk(&( f)) @ Rk). 
Lemma 6.3. Let R, be r-mild. Mild homotopy (relative to r and R,) is a functor 
from CW, to graded abelian groups. 
Proof. We already know that Ho .M is a functor, so it suffices to check that 
Hk( ) @ R, is a homotopy invariant functor from DGL,(R,) to graded groups. 
This is trivial. 0 
We observe next a compatibility between the mild model and the models 
studied in [l, Section 81. The latter model carries a subcategory of CW, to DGL’s 
over a fixed ring S. Specifically, fix a prime p and let S = iZ[( p - l)!]-’ C Q. Let 
CW:” denote the full subcategory of CW, consisting of CW complexes of 
dimension 5 rp. Let DGLLPP ’ (S) denote the category of free r-reduced differen- 
tial graded Lie S-algebras generated in dimensions below rp. We denote the 
model of [l, Section 81 by 
2.’ : CW;” + DGLLPP1(S) . 
Its defining property is that K%‘“(X) is an Adams-Hilton model for X, tensored 
with S, i.e. %Y”( ) = a( )@S. 
Lemma 6.4. Let R, be r-mild, with corresponding mild model A. Put S = 
Z[(p - l)!]-’ for a prime p. Suppose X (resp. f) belongs to CW:“. Then 
Ju(X)C3S is an 5!?‘-model for X (resp. A(f)@S is an 2?-model for f), i.e. 
Jfq )@S= ,re”( ). 
Proof. Using diagram (1) and [l, Theorems 8.1(a), 8.5(a)], A( )@S and 2’ are 
both seen to be models from CWP to DGLY-‘(S). Also, %IJu( )@S = 
ti( ) @ S = “uZ”( ). By [l, Theorem 4.91 there is precisely one model 2, up to 
homotopy, satisfying %Z( ) = &( ) @J S. Deduce that the models &( ) @ S and 25’ 
coincide. 0 
We list next some properties of ~2. They are analogous to the properties of ti 
and of .Z!? listed in [l, Section 81. We omit the proofs, which utilize results from 
Section 3 and Section 4. 
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Theorem 6.5. Let R, be r-mild. The model JI?! : CW,(R,) +DGL,(R,) has the 
following properties. 
(4 IfX=(P$J(u,EJ e,) is a cell decomposition for X, deg e, > r, then a 
model for X is A(X) = (L(xu 1 a E J), d), where degx, = deg e, - 1. 
(b) There is a natural weak equivalence ox : Q&(X)+ d(X). In particular, 
Hk %4(X) 63 R, =\ H,(fiX; Rk) 
for all k. 
(c) Any two models for X, call them L and L’, have the same weak homotopy 
type in DGL,(R,). Indeed, there is always a third model L”, together with weak 
equivalences L +- L"-+ L’. 
(d) Let f : X+ Y be a map in CW,(R,), and let L and M denote models for X 
and Y. There need not be a model for f of the form d(f) : L + M. However, there 
is always another model L’ for X, together with a weak equivalence L’+ L and a 
model h(f) : L’+ M. If f is a weak equivalence, so is A(f). 
(e) Let 4(X) b e a model for X; then l,u(xj is a model for 1,. If f : X-+ Y and 
g : Y-+ Z are morphisms in CW, with models A(f) : A(X)--+ A(Y) and 
Ju( g) : Jw)--, JWZ) are models, then Jlz( g)o Ju( f) is a model for gof. 
(f) Let f, f’ : X-+ Y. There exist models L for X and M for Y such that f and f’ 
simultaneously have models of the form p : L+ M. If f = f’ in CW,(R,), then 
p = p’ in DGL,(R,). 
(g) Let X0 be a subcomplex of X, say X = (pt.) U ( UmEJ e,) and X,, = (pt.) U 
(U arJ,, e,), I,, c J. Given any model &(X,,) = (k(x, 1 a E .I,,), d,,) together with 
ox,, as in parts (a) and (b), there is a model .4(X) = (k( x, 1 a E I), d) for which d 
and ox are extensions of d, and ox,,. 
(h) Under the hypotheses of part (g), let f : X+ Y be a map and put f, = f Ix,,. 
Given a model &( fo) : 4(X,,)+ J!(Y), there exists an extension A(X) of -4(X,) 
which supports an extension _44( f) of Ju( fO). 
(i) Let {X,} & CW, b e a f amily of subcomplexes of a CW complex X. Suppose 
that X = Up Xp. Suppose further that we have models {.4(X,), oxP} satisfying the 
coherency conditions 
dXJM(X~“X,) = dX~lM,XP”X~, 
and 
ffxB zl(XpUXy) = ~X,l"4f(X~"X,) 
for each pair of indices p and y. Also assume that the associated Adams-Hilton 
models {&(X0)} are coherent as AHA’s. Then colim {.M(X,), axP} is a model for 
X. 
(j) Under the hypotheses of part (i), let f : X+ Y and put fD = f IxD. Fixing a 
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model A(Y), suppose that we have models {&(fP) : A(X,)+&(Y)} satisfying 
the coherency condition 
for each index pair (p, 7). Then colim {A( f,)} is a model for f. 
(k) Let 6, : S”- X0, n 2 2, and let X = X,, Uh, e”+‘. Suppose that we have a 
model for fo,~#+, : (L( z,,), O)- ht(X,,), where deg 2,) = n - 1. Then one model for 
X is A(X) Ll k(y,>, where deg y = n and d,( yf) = - $,,(z~,). 
(1) Assume the hypotheses of part (k), and suppose that g,, : X,, * Y,, has a 
model 
JW&,) : JIz(X,,)- Jwy,,> . 
Extend g,, to g : X-+ Y = Y,, UK,,/,, en+’ in the obvious way, and choose models 
4(X) and J%(Y) as above. Then there is a model 
for which A(g)1 fI(x,Ij = JWS,,) and JG9(yf) = Ye,. 0 
In [2,3] Anick proved an R-local version of the Milnor-Moore theorem 
(R c Q) and then used it to show that ‘R-local homotopy theory’ is a complete 
homotopy invariant on a suitable category of CW-complexes. We will follow the 
same pattern here, for tame homotopy theory. We proceed to describe the ‘tame 
Milnor-Moore theorem’. 
Write JIz(S”+‘) = (Il(x,,), 0), w ere x, denotes a specific n-dimensional genera- h 
tor. Define a Hurewicz homomorphism 
h : n-,,(.nX) C3 R,, + H,,&(X) @ R,, (2) 
by h[iY”] = H(.44(cu))(x,,), where [G’] E r,,(RX) is adjoint to [a] E r,,+,(X) and X,, 
denotes the homology class of the cycle x,,. 
Theorem 6.6 (Tame Milnor-Moore theorem). Let R, be r-tame, and let h be as in 
(2). Then h is a natural isomorphism which carries Samelson products to Lie 
brackets. 
Proof. Fix n. Let S = R,,, let Y = Xn+’ be the (n + 1)-skeleton of X in CW,, and 
let p be the least prime such that pm ’ $S. Because R, is r-tame, we have 
n<min(rp_l,r+2p+3). 
We have the following commutating diagram, where h’ denotes the Hurewicz 
homomorphism (for the ring S) described in [2, Lemma 5.21 
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By [2, Theorem 5.31 h’ is a natural bracket-preserving isomorphism in dimensions 
~%n. Hence the same is true of h. 0 
When R, is r-tame, we call the corresponding mild model ~6! a tame model on 
CW,(R,). The tame homotopy of a space or map is then rrl( ) = Hk(A( ))@ R,. 
Clearly, the tame homotopy can be obtained from the mild homotopy by 
tensoring with the appropriate R,‘s in each dimension. While mild homotopy is a 
homotopy invariant (Lemma 6.3), tame homotopy theory is a complete 
homotopy invariant. This is the essence of Dwyer’s theorem [7]. 
Example. There exist spaces with the same tame homotopy type but which have 
different mild homotopy theories. Fix a positive integer N. For all primes p such 
that p < 4N - 2, consider the space 
X, = * U ezN Up,,,,, edN , 
where L is the fundamental class of S2N. A Serre spectral sequence argument 
shows that Hk(OX,,) = Z, for k = 0,2N - 1, and Hk(OXP) = Zip, for k = 4N - 2. 
Thus it is easy to see that an Adams-Hilton model for X,, is given by 
&X,) = (T(x, Y>> d) > 
where deg x = 2N - 1, deg y = 4N - 2, dx = 0, and dy = px’. 
We can now conclude that a possible mild DGL model for X,, is 
JW,) = &lx, Y >, d’) , 
where deg x = 2N - 1, deg y = 4N - 2, d’x = 0, and d’y = p[x, x]. The first two 
nonzero homology groups of &(X,) in positive degree are H2N_,(JU(Xp)) = 
z and H4N_2(JE1(XP)) = Zip. Therefore, H2N_, (&(X,,)) @ Z,,_, = Z and 
H 4N_2(.A(Xp)) @ Z,,_, = Zip. On the other hand, H,,_,(A(X,)) @ T,,-, = 0 
for all p. In fact, H,(.&(X,,))@ Tk = Hk(A4(Xq))@ T, for all p,q, since tensoring 
with T, will kill all but the integer homology in both cases. 
Theorem 6.7 (cf. [7]). Let R, be r-tame, and let JR be the tame model for R, as in 
the earlier definition. The induced functor 
Ho d : Ho CW,(R,)+ Ho DGL,(R,) 
is an equivalence of categories. 
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Proof. We wish to use Theorem 4.1. We remark that the proposition still holds if 
9 is a model instead of a functor. Furthermore, since DGL,(R,) is a Quillen 
model category, every DGL has a fibrant model. 
That J!J! preserves cofibrations follows immediately from parts (i), (j), and (k) 
of Theorem 6.5. We proceed to verify axioms (Gl), (G2), and (G3). As to (Gl), 
f : X+ Y is a weak equivalence in CW,(R,)=(by Lemma 6.1) Hk(Onf)@ R, is 
an isomorphism for all k CJ Hk(%A.l( f)) C3 R, is an isomorphism for all k e [2, 
Proposition 1.111 H,(JU(f))@RR, is an isomorphism for all k= Al(f) is a weak 
equivalence in DGL,(R,). 
Let us verify that J! satisfies axiom (G2). It suffices to consider cofibrations of 
the form j : Al(Z) + L in DGL,(R,), where L = A(Z) Ll k(x), i.e. L is obtained 
from d(Z) by adjoining a single new generator x in dimension k. We seek a CW 
complex X of the form Z U, ek+‘, which has a model k(X) weakly equivalent to 
L. Note that the boundary y = dx is a (k - l)-dimensional cycle in A(Z) which 
determines an homology class 7 E H, ~, (A(Z)). 
By Theorem 6.6 there is a homotopy class [f] E rx(X) such that 
H(JG1( f))(t,,) = tj, where Z. denotes the generator of Hk_ ,(A(S”)), and t is some 
integer invertible in R,_, . By Theorem 6.5(k) there is a model for X = Z Uf eke’ 
of the form .M(X) = J%(Z) Il e(w), w h ere dw = ty. The requisite weak equiva- 
lence /3 : A(X)+ L is given by plM(z) = i, p(w) = tx. 
The verification of axiom (G3) virtually repeats the proof of [3, Lemma 31 and 
we omit it. q 
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